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             From the President

It has been a long winter and the 
squirrel calls once again helped us 
out.

I’m sure you’re can’t wait for the 
raccoon calls to start coming in.

I hope your business does well this I hope your business does well this 
year.

Blah Blah Blah Blah Blah.......

Members of the MADCA Boardof 
Directors worked hard to put 
together an interesting Spring 
seminar. Unfortunately, speakers 
were at a premium and hard to 
come by this year.

We’re still working on a training We’re still working on a training 
session to be held at a later date. 
If you know of any speakers that 
would like to showcase thier 
skills, products, or business, 
please forward their info to Buck 
Hempell.

Likewise, please consider picking Likewise, please consider picking 
a topic and presenting yourself. 
You don’t need to be an expert 
speaker. Last year’s seminar 
featured a novice speaker that 
presented his certified roof 
technique of “first man up.” He did 
a GREAT job and everyone learned a GREAT job and everyone learned 
something!

Your presentation can range 
anywhere from beginning trapping 
techniques to slick new advanced 
methods that work for you.

All presenters get free admission 
to the traing seminar and a 
handsome parting gift at the end 
of the day.

Face it - It’s TOUGH to get somoene to write an 
article for a newsletter. MADCA newsletter 
editors have been plagued by this since day one.
We’re not the only organization with this 
problem - ALL volunteer organizations suffer this 
hardship.

We’re going to get away from the mundane We’re going to get away from the mundane 
obligatory filler articles from each of the BOD 
members. The President will speak on issues 
that need to be brought up. The Financial 
Secretary will speak on Financial matters that 
need addressing, and the Membership Secretary 
will address membership issues. Short, sweet, 
to the point.to the point.

Every MADCA Board of Director is a volunteer. 
They all run businesses and tend to their 
families, just like you do. You’ll see pitches and 
pleas for articles in the future, but whatever is 
printed will no longer be mundane.

Did you miss the 
2018 Spring MADCA 
Training Seminar?

No More Boring Filler!

We have a Web Page that’s WAY 
out of date. 

We are not Growing Our Member-
ship

We are paying too much for Web 
hosting and support.

Newsletters need to be more 
timely.

We need to answer the question
:Why should I join MADCA” and 
reinforce the reasons

We Need to focus on a mission 
statement and act to fulfill it.

We need to continue to train our We need to continue to train our 
membership via seminars.

We need to begin emailing 
newsletters to our members.

We need to collect over 500 We need to collect over 500 
email addresses of non-members 
and send them newsletters and 
invitations to join.

We need to start paying an editor 
to compose, edit, and deliver our 
newsletter.

We need to identify and focus on We need to identify and focus on 
any laws that we need modified to 
aid Michigan Nuisance Wildlidlife 
Control Operators thier daily 
operations.

We need to optimize the website 
so that search engines can find it.

Issues MADCA 
Needs to Deal With

What’s New?
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From The President:
Changes to MADCA:
Grow or Die... Treasurers Report

Membership Report

Secretary’s Report

Minutes of last meeting

To be, or not to be, that is the 
question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind 
to suffer
The slings and arrows of The slings and arrows of 
outrageous fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of 
troubles,

How many mamebers do we 
have:
What’s the membership term (Jan 
to Jan?)

How do we renew (is notificatuon How do we renew (is notificatuon 
sent to members or do we just 
wait for them to remember to 
re-up?)

To be, or not to be, that is the 
question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to 

How Much money is in the 
til?
What did we spend it on 
last year?
How much came in last 
year?

To be, or not to be, that is To be, or not to be, that is 
the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the 
mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of 
outrageous fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Or to take Arms against a 
Sea of troubles,
And by opposing end 
them: to die, to sleep
No more; and by a sleep, 
to say we end
the heart-ache, and the the heart-ache, and the 

To be, or not to be, that is the 
question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the 
mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of 
outrageous fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Or to take Arms against a 
Sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them: 
to die, to sleep
No more; and by a sleep, to 
say we end
the heart-ache, and the the heart-ache, and the 
thousand natural shocks
that Flesh is heir to? 'Tis a 
consummation
devoutly to be wished. To die, 
to sleep,
To sleep, perchance to To sleep, perchance to 
Dream; aye, there's the rub,
for in that sleep of death, 
what dreams may come,
when we have shuffled off 
this mortal coil,
must give us pause. There's must give us pause. There's 
the respect
that makes Calamity of so 
long life:
For who would bear the 
Whips and Scorns of time,
the Oppressor's wrong, the the Oppressor's wrong, the 
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The MECHANICS of MADCAMADCA
Michigan Animal Damage Control Association



Vandals compromise bat 
research project in 
Dickinson County

The mine is gated with 
a metal structure to 
keep the public out but 
protect the bats. The 
site is also posted 
against trespass. Those 
who entered the site 
illegally disrupted illegally disrupted 
hibernating bats.

DNR wildlife biologists 
have been working with 
researchers from Ball 
State University in 
Muncie, Indiana and 
Western Michigan 
University in Kalamazoo 
to field test a treatment to field test a treatment 
for bats and mines in 
the western Upper 
Peninsula, in hopes of 
developing an effective 
compound to combat 
white-nose syndrome.

Last December, 
researchers entered the 
mine and treated the 
bats with a test com-
pound. Last week, they 
returned to assess the 
results.

“Someone broke into 
the site over the winter,” 
Scullon said. “They 
disturbed the bats, stole 
some of our cameras 
and signs, had a bonfire 
and damaged the 
gating structure. They gating structure. They 
compromised our 
research project 
designed to help save 
the bats. Survival of 
these bats is critical to 
the recovery of their 
species.”species.”

Not all the cameras at the site 
were removed by the thief or 
thieves. The signs taken were 
unique, with only a handful 
made by the DNR. They read 
“Danger – Caving Ground – No 
Trespassing.”

Evidence was collected at the Evidence was collected at the 
scene.

"We think someone out there "We think someone out there 
may be able to help us find out 
who is responsible for this 
damage and theft,” said Brian 
Bacon, a DNR conservation 
officer investigating the 
incident. “We urge anyone who 
knows anything that might be knows anything that might be 
helpful in our investigation to 
contact our toll-free Report All 
Poaching hotline.”

The mine was vandalized 
sometime between Dec. 1, 
2017 and March 23, 2018. The 
mine gate was also breached 
similarly in 2015.

Tips to the hotline may be left Tips to the hotline may be left 
anonymously. In some cases, 
depending on the incident and 
the value of the information 
provided, rewards are offered. 
Operators on the RAP line are 
available 24 hours, seven days 
a week.a week.

4Call or text 1-800-292-7800 To reach the DNR’s Report All Poaching hotline. 

Conservation officers are 
investigating a break-in and 
theft of security cameras and 
signs from a mine site on 
private property near the city of 
Norway where an important bat 
research project has been 
under way.under way.

The old abandoned iron mine – 
a small, dead-end horizontal 
shaft where the ceiling partially 
collapsed in recent months – 
was once the annual winter 
hibernating home to more than 
20,000 little brown, northern 
long-eared and big brown bats.long-eared and big brown bats.

“Today, the number of 
bats hibernating in this 
mine has fallen to just a 
few thousand survivors 
with the advent of 
white-nose syndrome,” 
said Bill Scullon, a 
Michigan Department of Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources 
Wildlife Division field 
operations supervisor 
from the Norway office. 
“White-nose syndrome 
is a devastating disease 
that has killed millions that has killed millions 
of bats in eastern North 
America and has 
significantly impacted 
Michigan’s bat popula-
tion.

News From The 

HELP FIND THIS SIGN



According to data from the 
department's Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, an average of 40 
workers are killed each year 
as a result of falls from 
residential roofs.

Buck Hempel with News From the Field  

You’ve Been There
You’ll be There Again

Working on roofs is a dangerous business whether you are trapping 
animals or sealing them out.  I am always on the lookout for products that 
will make my work environment safer and more efficient. About 6 or 7 
years ago I was speaking to a friend of mine, the head manager for a very 
large roofing company, about what boots or shoes they wear on roofs.  
He told me they had a special roof boot they wore called “Cougar Paws.”  
He said they had hundreds of roofers on staff and every single one of 
them were required to wear them any time they were on a roof.  I figured them were required to wear them any time they were on a roof.  I figured 
if the boots were good enough for this large company to require them I 
would at least try them out.

A Dangerous Profession

Cougar Paw boots are an ingenious design.  They have soles made of 
soft tacky rubber that really grab the shingle grit on roofs.  I feel 10X 
more stable on a roof while wearing them.  The ingenious part is when 
the roof grit has worn down the rubber soles you simply peel them off 
and add a new replacement sole on.  The soles are held by a very 
high-quality hook and loop material (ie. Velcro) on the bottom of the boot.  
I have never experienced the soles accidently coming off while on a roof.  
In fact, they are difficult to pull off by hand even.  The boots are made of In fact, they are difficult to pull off by hand even.  The boots are made of 
quality leather and have a comfortable pad ankle support.  There is even 
a tension strap over the top of the foot that can help give better stability 
when standing at an angle all day.

The boots are not a small investment up front with an msrp of $162.00, 
but ultimately it is a small price to pay for this level of safety.  Even if you 
tie-off and secure to a safety line at every job this will allow you to walk 
confidently without worrying about slipping or sliding.  Wearing Cougar 
Paws will also extend the life of your daily ground work boots.  They will 
no longer be sanded down to nothing in a year.  The replacement pads 
for the Cougar Paws have an msrp $18.95 per.  The sole’s life pans is 
directly related to the number of hours you spend on roofs and their directly related to the number of hours you spend on roofs and their 
steepness.  
All these years later and I am still using my original pair of Cougar Paws!  
I will not go on a roof without them and they are standard issued equip-
ment to my employees from day one.  Many building supply or roofing 
specialty stores carry these in stock if you want to try them on first 
(example ABC Supply).  I had to buy one size down from my normal 
boots for a proper fit.   
Be productive. Be safe!  https://www.cougarpaws.com

Cougar Paws



The Laws We Have To Follow
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I called the Michigan Department 
of Natural Resource’s (DNR) 
Report All Poaching hotline and 
described the situation. They told 
me to expect a call from a conser-
vation officer. He called that day 
and listened to what I told him. I 
eagerly awaited his visit.eagerly awaited his visit.
 
When he arrived, he admitted 
right off that he wasn’t real famil-
iar with the wildlife laws that we 
have to follow. He just didn’t get 
that many calls about this sort of 
thing. Well, I was happy to edu-
cate him!

 After listening to me he contacted 
his sergeant because he remem-
bered reading somewhere that 
there was a poison allowed for 
killing raccoons. They decided to 
do some more research and get 
back with me. He collected the 
poison in an evidence bag and poison in an evidence bag and 
told me that if I was correct, he 
would have it analyzed and 
proceed. I gave him the trap to 
keep (what the heck would I do 
with a cheap trap like that 
anyway!).
 
A few days later I received a call A few days later I received a call 
from the officer. He learned that it 
was illegal to poison raccoons in 
this manner and the blue goo 
indeed turned out to be poison. 
The company was 40 miles away 
and refused to answer or return 
his calls so he had made the his calls so he had made the 
40-mile drive and confronted the 
person. The C.O. thanked me for 
calling about this and told me that 
he charged the guy for using the 
poison, for no daily trap checks, 
for not having his trap tagged, 
and for operating a wildlife control and for operating a wildlife control 
business without a permit. He 
also spoke about getting the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency 

 or the Dept. of Agriculture 
involved for federal charges if the 
man (whom admitted everything) 
decided to fight the charges.
 
A good friend told me about A good friend told me about 
calling the DNR RAP hotline in 
situations like this. He told me 
that they are required by law to 
investigate each call and have the 
authority to charge people or 
even arrest them if warranted. I’ve 
heard other WCOs tell me that heard other WCOs tell me that 
they’ve called Lansing and had 
no luck when it comes to permit 
violations. As I sit back and look 
at it, it makes perfect sense that 
the person to call is the one that 
has the power to enforce the law. 
The RAP Hotline sure got results The RAP Hotline sure got results 
in this situation.
 
I want to see everyone succeed in 
this business. There’s all sorts of 
room for competition, but let’s 
keep It on a level playing field! If 
you see something that’s terribly 
wrong and shouldn’t be shrugged 
off, the DNR will come when you 
call. It’s a large department with call. It’s a large department with 
all sorts of different responsibili-
ties. When  you have to make a 
call, call the division of the DNR 
that has the responsibility to 
enforce the law.  I sure liked the 
results that I received!

Sometime during your career in 
wildlife control you will see 
another WCO skirting the law. If 
you are in it long enough, you will 
see it many times. I may not like 
it, but seeing someone skirting 
the law isn’t enough for me to get 
all riled up. I’ve seen competitor’s all riled up. I’ve seen competitor’s 
traps not tagged, traps aban-
doned while still set, people 
charging for their services without 
a permit, and other rules broken 
that I have to follow.
 
 When I see something that is 
absolutely wrong and illegal on 
too many fronts though, it’s hard 
for me to sit still.  Earlier this year, 
one of my technicians ended his 
day by presenting me with a cage 
trap from Harbor freight. It had a 
plastic bag covering the bait end plastic bag covering the bait end 
and inside was a cup of blue 
gunk. He told me that the client 
had hired another company over 
a month ago for a raccoon in her 
attic. They set the trap on the 
ground, collected their fee and 
never came back. The client never came back. The client 
asked us to take the trap. I pon-
dered aloud as to what the bait 
was as I have seen almost every-
thing one could think of for trap-
ping raccoons, but I had never 
seen this. My technician told me 
that the company told the client 
that it was poison. Now I was 
mad!
 
If you look hard enough, you’ll 
find the illegal recipe for killing 
raccoons with fly bait. This indis-
criminate poison will kill a 
raccoon, a house cat, a pet dog, 
or I suspect – a small child. This 
was the tipping point for me to 
turn this guy in. To be honest with turn this guy in. To be honest with 
you, I sure felt like a squealer. I 
had never gone down this road 
before and although I know I was 
right, I still felt a twinge of guilt.
 
I called the Michigan Department 

Daily Trap Checks

All Traps must be Tagged

Valid Nuisance Wildlife Control Permit

Use Rodenticide only for Rodents

An Experience: By Jack Ammerman

Take Note:



http://icwdm.org/handbook/carnivor/Skunks.asp

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dnr/WLD_Wildlife_Damage_and_Nuisance_Control_Permittees_366435_7.pdf

https://www.livescience.com/52655-raccoons.html
http://www.mcgi.state.mi.us/midiseasemapper/

http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-350-79135_79218_79619_81482---,00.html

http://animals.mom.me/opossum-characteristics-3594.html

SOURCES

At last count, Michigan had 
623 Nuisance Wildlife Control 
permitees.

Not all permites are in the 
business of trapping Nuisance 
Wildlife.

The normal home range of the 
skunk is l/2 to 2 miles in 
diameter. During the breeding 
season, a male may travel 4 to 
5 miles each night.

MADCA
 was formed in 1995.

That same year, Compact 
Discs (CDs) were invented and 
eBay sold its very first item.
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Newborn opossum babies are 
the size of a grain of rice.

 2017 Positive Animal Rabies Test 
Mammal Cases by County

Oakland County Leads the pack!

Just The Cold Hard Facts

Raccoons can run up to 15 
mph and can fall 35 to 40 
feet without injury



http://www.airportwildlife.com/advanced.php

Some highlights of the course include:

 Wildlife Hazard Management 

 A History of Airport Wildlife Hazards 

 Conducting/Writing Wildlife Hazard 
Assessments and Plans 

 Aircraft Familiarization 

 Operating in an Airport Environment  Operating in an Airport Environment 

 Habitat Management 

 Laws, Regulations, and Policies 

 Working with Federal Agencies 

 Wildlife Identification and Biology 

 Strike Reporting/Data Collection 

 Mammal Trapping and other Wildlife  Mammal Trapping and other Wildlife 
Control Strategies 

 Pyrotechnic and Firearm Training by a 
Certified NRA Instructor.

It’s not too 
Early to start 
thinking 
about 2019
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